is medieval Latín word, tells one, it was

A È R I A N U s. This mediev
incorporated into the KïNG JAMES BIBLE done
Follower of the Heretic AERIUS, de
White Tribal Members were descendante of HAGGAR; According to Accords from The CRUSADES, White Race Royalìty
were descendants
f the tribe Of ISREALITIES.
0 These White Tribal Mermebe1:s(AN'I'HROPOMORPHUS) believed in attributing a human form to GOD(Christ?) They were
ACEPHALUS or headless without a Feudal Lord ho had to know all spiritual laws.
having One Leader w
The prosecuting Attorneys for The INQUISITION TRIALS had to give some
had for the
typeexplanation for the advanced knowledge these tribal people had for
charge of AÉRIMANTIAOR,Dívînation by AirAeromancy.
i 119 in Some of th
The exclamation opens up a BIG jar of worms. It fills in some of the
d MELBOURNE MAN Of today.
Unknowns on THE VERO and MELBOURD
They were accused of acquiring this knowledge from documentation of ALTANUS(A1ar1bìs) who were people
believed in Flying High AETHER in the
f the
Fiery regions above the Air, from the Country that had a Flag o
TWOHEADED SNAKE OR SERPENT (AUPHISARRA).
The;ílÍ descriptions on how these Aircraft ìforked was remarkable. To begin. they
called them ADCION or Iron Birds. AEREUS They were made of Bronze or Brass but they
were a Brass Vessel(AÈRIUS)rìsíng into the Air with wild fire shooting out the back. (ALARA) and they had furnished wings.
Inside the ship telling how it functioned, they
ts. '
described what they llçderstood sort of shíp's Instruments.
ACUS~ magnetic needle, stylus, Obelisk (to tip with st_ee1D`ACERARE C O M P A S S
ADAMAS Lodestone combined with Magnatìc Iron Oxide and Diamonds, AERIFÍLUM brass wiring
Prosecution was asking punishment under DEUTERONOMY 17:9
S COURTS. Using IRON BIRDS that
This was the issues and charges of the INQUISITION
frightened the Solîders off the Battlefield.

